1. PRESTIGE® – for Expensive Vehicles & Classics – The ULTIMATE COVER
Fabric Specifically Designed for the PowerSports Enthusiast - Ideal for the Upper End User!
No Leak Construction - Achieved through an Ultrasonic Welded Seam Process – No Stitching
High Water Resistance – *Virtually Waterproof – Yet Breathable!*
Elastic Hems for a “Snug Fit” with Reinforced Side Grommets for Easy Tie-Downs
Patented UV Stabilizer “Remafin” spray coating is used to insure a “Double Long” life of the Fabric
Storage Bag Included!

2. BLUE SEA® - Royal Blue 300 Denier Polyester Marine Fabric – BEST
Heavy Duty 300 Denier Woven Polyester Fabric is Ideal for Marine Applications
- Coated and Sealed w/ Transparent Polyurethane Paste
For ALL Weather Climates – Highly Water Resistant and Water Repellent!
Fabric Naturally Resists Rot & Mildew
Quality Marine Fabric and Very Popular with Consumers World-Wide
Elastic Hems for a “Snug Fit”
Storage Bag Included!

3. BLACK KNIGHT® – HEAVY DUTY 300 Denier Polyester Fabric – BEST
Heavy Duty 300 Denier Woven Polyester Fabric is Ideal for Trailering Vehicles while Covered
3-Layer Woven Polyester Fabric – Coated and Sealed w/ Transparent Polyurethane Paste
For ALL Weather Climates – For both “Hot & Cold” Weather – and in “Wet & Snowy” Climates!
Highly Water Resistant and Water Repellent! - Fabric Naturally Resists Rot & Mildew
Quality Fabric and a Very Popular Material with Consumers World-Wide
Elastic Hems for a “Snug Fit” with Reinforced Side Grommets for Easy Tie-Downs
Storage Bag Included!

4. BLACK SABLE® – 150 Denier Polyester Woven Fabric – BETTER
Ideal for ALL Weather Climates – Works well in both Hot and Cold Weather
- For Wet & Snowy Climates too!
150 Denier / 3-Layer Woven Polyester Fabric – Coated and Sealed w/ Transparent Polyurethane Paste
Highly Water Resistant and Water Repellent! - Fabric Naturally Resists Rot & Mildew
A Quality Fabric and a Very Popular Material with Consumers World-Wide
Elastic Hems for a “Snug Fit” with Reinforced Side Grommets for Easy Tie-Downs
Same Basic Fabric as SILVERTECH® listed Below but Died Black.
Storage Bag Included!

5. SILVERTECH® – Ideal Protection against Sun & Heat Damage - BETTER
Ideal Sunbelt “South Western” Fabric - Keeps Vehicle Interior Cooler as it reflects Sun and Heat Away!
Also works well in Wet & Snowy Climates too!
150 Denier / 3-Layer Woven Polyester Fabric – Coated w/ Fine Aluminum Powder
- Then Sealed w/ Transparent Polyurethane Paste
Highly Water Resistant and Water Repellent! - Fabric Naturally Resists Rot & Mildew
Elastic Hems for a “Snug Fit” with Reinforced Side Grommets for Easy Tie-Downs
Storage Bag Included! Fabric Selected for most OEM Custom Cover Applications by the Vehicle
Manufacturers - *Selected by Yamaha and others…*
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6. TEXLON® – Olive Green Color 150 Denier Polyester Woven Fabric – BETTER
Olive Green Color is Ideal for Use for Outdoor Applications - Versatile Fabric for ALL Weather Climates
Works well in both “Hot & Cold” and “Wet & Snowy” Climates
150 Denier / 3-Layer Woven Fabric – Coated w/ Transparent Polyurethane Spray
Highly Water Resistant and Water Repellent! - Fabric Naturally Resists Rot & Mildew
Elastic Hems for a “Snug Fit” with Reinforced Side Grommets for Easy Tie-Downs
Storage Bag Included!

7. CAMOUFLAGE FABRIC – Multi-Green Base Color Polyester – BETTER
Multi-Green Polyester Camouflage Color is Ideal for Use for Outdoor Vehicle Applications
Good for ALL Weather Climates - Works in both “Hot & Cold” and “Wet & Snowy” Climates
Highly Water Resistant and Water Repellent! - Fabric Naturally Resists Rot & Mildew
Elastic Hems for a “Snug Fit” with Reinforced Side Grommets for Easy Tie-Downs
Storage Bag Included!

8. 100% MARINE GRADE POLYCOTTON CANVAS - Tan Color Fabric - BEST
Heavy Duty Woven 100% Marine Grade Polycotton Canvas is Ideal for Trailering Vehicles while Covered
Non-Abrasive, Yet Durable Material – And it’s Breathable!
Coated with Water Repellant Treatment - Elastic Hems for a “Snug Fit”
Storage Bag Included!

9. “HEAT SHIELD” Fabric – 100% Woven Cotton Fabric - UNIQUE
Always Best to Allow “Hot Pipes to Cool Down” Before Installing Vehicle Cover
Cotton Fabric Coated with Anti-Heat Aluminized Paste - Used for Heat Protection from Hot Exhaust Pipes!
Used as a Bottom Skirt around Tail Pipes & Used in Combination with Many Other Fabric Selections
Water Repellant and Naturally Resists Rot & Mildew

Coverite – “We Cover the World!”™
Coverite is a “PRIME Manufacturer” of vehicle covers and we are known all over the world as a “Quality
Cover Supplier.” To insure Quality, we Invent, Design, and/or Manufacture the fabrics we use in most of
our products -- we even weave our own Silvertex fabric. Coverite also sells many Major Dealers,
Warehouse Distributors and Retail Chains throughout the World, found in the following countries:

Australia  Canada  Germany  Greece  Holland - (Supplying Eastern Europe)
India - (Note: Our Silvertex is “Consumer Preferred” over all other “Look-A-Like” Competitive Fabrics)
Japan - (OEM supplier to Yamaha)  New Zealand  South Africa  United Kingdom
And in the USA!!